


YOUR COLORFUL
MEMORIES
MADE IN GOLD 

GIA gemologist and jewelry designer based in Antwerp, 
Belgium, Laurence strongly believes that a jewelry 
piece is an emotional treasure. That is exactly what her 
collections with precious stones reflect: colorful and 
elegant luxury to highlight a precious moment in life.

The pieces in 18K gold are easy to wear and still 
embody uniqueness and refinement. Laurence cares 
about quality and transparency: she ethically analyses 
and selects worldwide all the gems she sets in her 
designs.

ABOUT



Laurence Vandenborre is a young, experienced Belgian jewelry designer 
based in Antwerp. At the age of fourteen she was already selling her 
own handmade jewelry set with Swarovski pearls. But her true dream? 
Designing and marketing her very own fine jewelry collection.

With her master’s degree at HEC in Marketing & Management 
(2013) and her degree in Gemology from the Gemological Institute 
of America (2015), Laurence began chasing her dream to become a 
jewelry designer. For 5 years she worked at HRD Antwerp, a renowned 
diamond laboratory in Antwerp. First as a senior Lecturer and then as 
Marketing Director.

In 2018 Laurence’s dream came true: she launched her first fine jewelry 
collection. All her designs are a true embodiment of her vision: stylish 
and luxury jewelry pieces that can be worn every day by women from 
every walk of life. Elegant pieces that reflect their personal style, their 
character, and that make them feel unique and confident.

Laurence is a creative mind: she plays with all sorts of colors, shapes 
and movements. That is why her refined and elegant jewels speak to a 
very varied and wide target audience. Precious stones like diamonds, 
sapphires, emeralds and tourmalines are the centerpieces of her 
collections and come from all over the world (Madagascar, Sri Lanka, 
Columbia, Thaïland,...).

As Laurence stands for high quality, all her jewels are made by hand in 
recycled 18K gold in her ateliers in Belgium and Italy. She also ethically 
analyses and selects all the gems she offers. Jewelry set with diamonds 
comes with grading reports issued by a renowned certification lab, as 
transparency towards the customer is her number one priority.

MEET
LAURENCE



ANTWERP
Laurence Vandenborre’s atelier is located in Antwerp, 
the world’s leading diamond center since 1447. Thanks 
to the Antwerp Diamond Heritage she can work 
closely with highly skilled manufacturers, goldsmiths 
and setters and maintain strict control over quality 
standards.

EXPERTISE
You deserve the very best. That is why each piece 
has an elegant design that has been carefully 
handcrafted in Laurence’s atelier. She only uses high 
quality materials like 18K gold and platinum and 
meticulously oversees each step of the manufacturing 
process. Sketching your design, making a 3D rendition 
and the actual crafting: every step gets her undivided 
attention.

STONES
As Laurence has been a gemologist since 2015, she 
analyses and ethically selects each diamond and 
colored stone herself. All diamonds are accompanied 
by grading reports issued by renowned laboratories. 
That way your piece of jewelry does not only look 
breathtaking, its background is impeccable too.
As the stones are bought from local wholesalers 
directly, Laurence offers competitive prices compared 
to traditional jewelry stores.

QUALITY
Laurence has a solid relationship with all her highly 
skilled manufacturers, goldsmiths and setters from 
Belgium and Italy. That way she maintains control over 
all the quality standards. She analyses and ethically 
selects all the stones herself. These approved gems 
are then carefully handcrafted in local ateliers.

TRANSPARENCY
Transparency is key for Laurence. She gladly takes you 
through the wonderful journey of your unique jewelry 
design and shares her secrets of the manufacturing 
processes. She uses only high-quality materials and 
keeps a careful eye on the whole process: the design 
itself, the 3D rendering and the actual crafting. Each 
step of the way she makes sure that everything is in 
compliance with her high-quality standards.

SIMPLICITY
Less is more. That is why Laurence designs elegant 
and refined jewelry pieces for everyday wear and 
for every budget. No matter the occasion or time, 
Laurence wants you to feel unique, confident and 
proud when wearing your LV Fine Jewelry pieces.



Laurence offers an “à la carte” service: you select with her the shape & color of 
the precious stones, as well as the gold color. She then works on a 3D design 
just before working her magic: in about 15 days, you receive your custom-
made jewel, handcrafted in her atelier in Antwerp.

Looking for some personal advice to select the precious stone of your 
dreams? Book a private appointment with Laurence or visit her seasonal pop-
up stores & private evenings.

TAILOR-MADE
BECAUSE EVERY JEWELRY TELLS A

UNIQUE STORY: YOURS.



We are glad to take you through the 
fabulous journey of your jewelry 

creation. We share with you 
the different design and 

manufacturing processes. 
We only use high quality 

materials and oversee 
directly the different 

steps to make sure it’s 
in compliance with 

our standards.
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DUE TO HER PROFOUND FASCINATION 
WITH DIAMONDS, SAPPHIRES, 
TOURMALINES, AND OPALS, AMONG 
OTHERS, LAURENCE WANTS TO PUT THESE 
GEMS IN THE LIMELIGHT AND MAKE 
THEM ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE.
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Laurence offers a permanent selection of rings, earrings, bracelets & 
necklaces available on her website and in her showrooms and seasonal 
pop-up stores.

Refinement & exquisite choice of precious stones are her focus while 
creating new designs. The origin of colored stones is crucial for her as 
she can shorten and control her full supply chain from mine to market.

PERMANENT 
COLLECTION

Pricing available on www.laurencevandenborre.com.
All pieces are available in yellow/rosé/white 18K gold.

https://laurencevandenborre.com/


Pink & Green Tourmalines, DiamondsStone type

SERENA RING



Water Green Tourmaline & DiamondsStone type

SIGNATURE RING - OCTAGON WATER 
GREEN TOURMALINE



SIGNATURE RING - OCTAGON EMERALD 

SIGNATURE RING - OCTAGON
GREEN TOURMALINE

Green Tourmaline & DiamondsStone type

Emerald & DiamondsStone type



TRIO BIRTHSTONE RING

Emerald, Pink Sapphire, TanzaniteStone type



Tanzanite & DiamondsStone type

SIGNATURE RING - TRIANGLE TANZANITE



DiamondsStone type

ARABESQUE DIAMOND EARRINGS



MOM DIAMOND RING

DiamondStone type



DIAMOND SNAKE MONO EARRING

DiamondsStone type

Colored Stone & DiamondsStone type



SIGNATURE RING - SQUARE
PINK TOURMALINE

Pink Tourmaline & DiamondsStone type



TOI & MOI RING - PINK TOURMALINE/
RUBELLITE

Pink Tourmaline, Rubellite, DiamondsStone type



Green Tourmaline, London Blue Topaz, DiamondsStone type

TOI & MOI RING - GREEN TOURMALINE/
LONDON BLUE TOPAZ



PASTEL TOURMALINE ETERNITY RING

Amethyst, Aquamarine, Pink TourmalineStone type Pastel TourmalinesStone type

POPPY RING

London Blue Topaz, Diamonds, Green Tourmalines Stone type

SIGNATURE RING - ROUND PINK TOURMALINE

OPRAH TRIO RING

Pink Tourmaline & DiamondsStone type



MAJESTIC RING - OVAL
BLUE SAPPHIRE

MAJESTIC RING - OVAL 
PASTEL YELLOW SAPPHIRE

ROYAL BLUE SAPPHIRE 
PENDANT

Blue Sapphire & DiamondsStone type Pastel Yellow Sapphire & DiamondsStone type Royal Blue Sapphire & DiamondsStone type



VITTORIA TOURMALINE RING

TourmalineStone type TourmalineStone type

TourmalineStone type TourmalineStone type



VITTORIA DIAMOND RING

DiamondsStone type



PEARL STUDS

SASKIA EARRING FRANCESCA EARRING

DIAMOND & PEARL
CURVE MONO EARRING

DiamondsStone type

White Freshwater Cultured PearlsStone type

DiamondsStone type

White Freshwater Cultured Pearl & DiamondsStone type



COLORED STONE
& DIAMOND PENDANT

U DIAMOND RIBBON 
BRACELET

BABY PINK TOURMALINE 
HEART PENDANT

DIAMOND FLOWER 
RIBBON BRACELET

Colored Stone & DiamondsStone type

DiamondsStone type

Pink Tourmaline & DiamondsStone type

DiamondStone type



Is a reflection of how the world is being constructed, it’s not quite 
perfect, yet it finds its balance with juxtaposed elements that body it. 
These jewels give space to portrait the rawness of our society while 
trying to find its equilibrium. 

CAPSULE
“IMPERFECT 
SHAPE”

Diamond

Pricing available on www.laurencevandenborre.com.
All pieces are available in yellow/rosé/white 18K gold.

https://laurencevandenborre.com/


Opals & Diamonds

 

Stone type

CIRCLE OPAL & DIAMOND EARRINGS
(PAIR)



HOOP DIAMOND EARRINGS
(PAIR)

Diamonds

 

Stone type



CIRCLE DIAMOND PENDANT

DiamondsStone type



SOLAR OPAL PENDANT

Opals Stone type



SOLAR OPAL RING

Opals Stone type



GRACE DIAMOND NECKLACE

Diamonds Stone type



GRACE DIAMOND BANGLE

Diamonds Stone type



The association of lines and curves hides the idea of creating intertwined 
forces that push and pull us back at the same time. The axe in the center 
allows curves to turn and twirl. The strength of the lines and the softness 
of the curves colliding, creates a magical piece filled with character.

CAPSULE
“ATTEMPT OF
A CURVE”

Pricing available on www.laurencevandenborre.com.
All pieces are available in yellow/rosé/white 18K gold.

https://laurencevandenborre.com/


CURVE LINE DIAMOND EARRINGS
(PAIR)

DiamondsStone type



CURVE LINE COLORED STONE EARRINGS
(PAIR)

Pink Tourmalines, Amethysts, Topaz Stone type



CURVE OPAL & DIAMOND RING

Diamonds & Opal Stone type



CURVE OPAL & DIAMOND BANGLE

Opal & Diamonds Stone type



OVAL MELEE DIAMOND RING

DiamondsStone type



CURVE OPAL & SAPPHIRE RING

Yellow, Green, Purple SapphiresStone type



FLOWER OPAL & SAPPHIRE RING

Purple Sapphire & Opals Stone type



TOI & MOI SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND RING

Pink Sapphires & DiamondsStone type



SNAKE SAPPHIRE RING

Yellow Sapphire & Diamonds Stone type



CURVE COLORED STONE EARRINGS
(PAIR)

Amethysts, Peridots, Citrines, TopazStone type



CURVE DUO DIAMOND RING

DiamondsStone type



SNAKE DIAMOND RING

Diamonds (0.80 ct central round brilliant)Stone type



It’s a revival and a tribute to a generation of women who grew up in the 
pop art era where vibrant colors stimulate the eyes and the heart. Street 
art was emerging with graffitis as a popular expression accessible to 
all. This collection is an homage to incredible talents that have brought 
a fresh new vibe to the world!

CAPSULE
“IN AN 80’S 
HEART”

Pricing available on www.laurencevandenborre.com.
All pieces are available in yellow/rosé/white 18K gold.

https://laurencevandenborre.com/


HOOP MULTICOLOR SAPPHIRE
EARRINGS (PAIR)

Yellow, Orange, Green, Purple SapphiresStone type



BUTTERFLY GARNET RING

Rhodolites & CitrineStone type



WAVY TOPAZ EARRINGS
(PAIR)

TopazStone type



LOVE COLORED STONE CHAIN BRACELET

Pink tourmalines, Topaz, Peridots, Amethysts, CitrinesStone type



LOVE COLORED STONE
CHAIN NECKLACE

Pink tourmalines, Topaz, Peridots, Amethysts, Citrines Stone type



LOVE COLORED STONE EARRINGS
(PAIR)

Pink tourmalines, Topaz, Peridots, Amethysts, CitrinesStone type

LOVE PINK TOURMALINE EARRINGS
(PAIR)

Pink tourmalinesStone type



LOVE CITRINE RING

CitrineStone type



LOVE AMETHYST RING

AmethystStone type



OVAL TOPAZ RING

London Blue TopazStone type



LOVE COLORED STONE &  
DIAMOND PENDANT

Diamond, Emerald, Pink Tourmaline, Citrine, Amethyst, TopazStone type



PRINCESS PINK SAPPHIRE RING

Pink SapphiresStone type



LOVE MULTICOLOR SAPPHIRE RING

Pink, Green, Yellow, Blue SapphiresStone type



WWW.LAURENCEVANDENBORRE.COM      INFO@LVFINEJEWELRY.COM            LAURENCE_VANDENBORRE_JEWELRY

WHERE
TO FIND 
LAURENCE?

LAURENCE OFFERS 
AN ONLINE STORE.

BUT BEFORE 
ORDERING, YOU 
CAN MEET HER 
FACE-TO-FACE 
TO TRY ON SOME 
OF HER JEWELRY 
DESIGNS.

BY APPOINTMENT during the year in her showrooms/offices in Antwerp or Liège.
BY VISITING HER in one of her seasonal pop-up stores, private evenings, or in selected boutiques.

Besides the Tailor-made Service & Bridal Line, Laurence redesigns your existing heirloom jewel 
into a modern artwork with her Old is Gold Service.


